LEISURE, CHANGE, DIVERSITY 6th
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of Technology, Sydney , NSW
Selected papers from the conference were published Annals of Leisure Research Vol. 6
No. 2 & Vol. 7 No. 3. These are listed below, followed by a listing of all papers
presented at the conference.

Annals of Leisure Research , Vol. 6, No. 2, 2003


Keys to the kingdom or devil's playground? The impact of institutionalised religion
on the perception and use of leisure - Lee J. deLisle (83-102)



Who's leading, who's following? Leader-member exchange theory and voluntary
sport boards - Russell Hoye (103-113)



Community valuations of historic pocket parks: a Melbourne Study - David
Nichols & Robert Freestone (114-133)



Samurai of gentle power: an exploration of aikido in the lives of women aikidoka Katie Noad & Kandy James (134-152)



By the decade: an exploration of the leisure perceptions and preferences for midlife married couples - Ian Patterson & Gaylene Carpenter (153-167)



Diversity management in a multi-cultural society: an exploratory study of cultural
diversity and team sport in Australia - Tracy Taylor (168-188)

Annals of Leisure Research, Vol. 7, No. 3, 2004


Collective voices, shared wisdom: on the need for a professional association to
represent therapeutic recreation in Australia – Norma J. Stumbo, Linda D. Martin
and Vanessa Ogborne (85-94)



Critical points against an Australasian therapeutic recreation association: towards
community leisure through enabling justice – Simone Fullagar & Simon Darcy
(95-103)



Choices and challenges: physical activity and people with disabilities – Norma J.
Stumbo & Shane Pegg (104-126)



Circus 'C': an innovative approach to leisure for people with disabilities – Ruth
Taylor & Clayton Taylor (127-142)



From special recreation to enabling recreation in New Zealand – KiwiAble case
study – Carol Stensrud (143-156)

LISTING OF ALL PAPERS PRESENTED
Theory / General


Christopher Auld, Altruism and Pleasure: re-branding of surf lifesaving



Li Bin, A brief account of China's outdoor sportswear market



Tony Blackshaw, Narrative identity formation, self constancy and community in
leisure: a case study of the leisure life-world of 'the lads'



Peter Brown, Winning workplaces: supporting lifestyle preferences in an era of
change



Denis Coleman, The nature of leisure self-determination: development of a LSD
scale



Lee J. deLisle, Keys to the kingdom or devil's playground? The impact of
religious traditions on the perception and use of leisure



Carmel Foley, Be part of something bigger: mobile phones, adolescent women
and leisure choices



Carmel Foley, 'I slept in duck's feathers till midday milking time' - British and
colonial origins of women's leisure in Australia



Bruce Hronek, Protecting your backside



Gerard Kyle, Predictors of attitudinal loyalty



Zhongguang Li, A review of leisure thoughts in ancient and modern China



Donna E Little, Competition or co-operation: do we get to choose?



Kathy Lloyd, 'Nothing to do and I can't get there to do it': young people in pursuit
of leisure on the Gold Coast



Chang, Hsiao Ming, The related study consumers' motivation, enduring
involvement, and leisure behavior: test motivations of joggers model



Greta Savickaite, Structural peculiarities of leisure and problems depending on
concepts of different rural communities



Christopher Schmidt, The spiritual nature of leisure: a phenomenologically
inspired investigation



Eva H Tsai, Psychosocial determinants of engagement and nonengagement in
regular active recreation: A cross-cultural study



A J Veal, Leisure studies and the poststructuralist challenge



Richard Woolley and Rob Lynch, Recreational gambling in Australia: What the
data have to say

Sport


Jim Forrest, Managing participation and sports injuries in amateur and junior soccer
in New South Wales



Russell Hoye, Who's leading, who's following? Leader-member exchange theory
and voluntary sports boards



Ichikawa et al, Impact of 2002 FIFA World Cup on Japanese youth



Kevin Lyons, Toward a theory of Leisure-Based Community: The Case of Older
Adults in Competitive Sports



Geoff Nichols, The tension between professionalisation and volunteerism in English
national governing bodies of sport



Miki Seo, A Study of Japanese Female Spectators in the J-League - Perspective of
Interpersonal Attraction and Spectating Behavior



Li Songmei, Sociological Analysis on Leisure Sports



Cheng Zhongfu, Zhao Yongjun, Attributes of Volunteer Workers at The Disability
Sport Competition Events



Lucy Baragwanath, The changing environment of planning, management and
governance



Gonzaga Da Gama, A qualitative investigation identifying barriers to recreation
planning for students with disabilities



Mezups and L. Taliana, Partnerships in Sport – The Way to Deliver to Your
Community



Ruth Taylor, Art Galleries as Leisure and Tourist Attractions



Jo An M Zimmermann, Administrator Belief Systems in the United States: A
comparison of perceived roles in the Administration of Public Recreation Services
and the Administration of Public Services in General

Pedagogy


Barry Bell, Leisure Management Graduates as informed consumers: contexts for
developing skills for employment



Jillian Litster, Introducing generic skills to first-year tourism students: moving from
knowledge consumers to knowledge managers



M. Skropeta, Multiple tensions, markets and needs lead to curriculum change

Diversity


Gaylene Carpenter, By the Decade: An Exploration of the Leisure Perceptions and
Preferences for Two Mid-Life Married Couples



Gary Crilley, The role of research in improving leisure services for people with a
disability; an empirical study



Gonzaga Da Gama , An ethnographic investigation of a family dealing with a
diagnosis of disability



John Dodd, The Limitations of Physical Activity as a Facilitator During the Mid-life
Transition



Dr Chin-Yuan Hsu, Leisure in the Life Plan in Elders



Fran Stanat, Development of Therapeutic Recreation in New Zealand



Ruth Taylor, Circus 'C': An Innovative approach to leisure for people with disabilities



Tracy Taylor, Diversity management in a multi-cultural society:Cultural diversity and
community sports in Australia



John Tower , Developing recreation programs for disadvantaged sectors of the
community



Meng-Tai Wu, Preferred recreation for the seniors after retirement



Gillian Savage, Energised, engaged and everywhere: older Australians and
museums

Environment


Susie Brown, Public Open space and the enhancement of urban tourists' satisfaction



Lee Davidson, Narratives of change: Understanding the meanings of outdoor
adventure recreation through a biographical approach



Robert Freestone, A village rather than a street: community valuations of internal
reserve parks



Rob Hales, Antarctic visitors and environmental outcomes: evidence and theory



Lisa Hayes , Te Tiriti O Waitangi - partnership, participation and protection



A J Veal, Urban parks, diversity and change



Stephen Wearing, Social valuing and cultural access: urban parks as leisure spaces



John Crompton, Economic benefits of parks and open space

Gender


Simone Fullagar, Young women's emotional wellbeing: temporality, ethics and
leisure within urban and regional communities



Heidi Gilchrist, Young women, physical activity and constructions of gender



Kandy James, Adolescents' attitudes towards recreational spaces in the school,
community and the home: A gender comparison



Donna E Little, Women's adventurous spirit - more than a rugged experience or a
fashion statement!



Katie Noad, Samurai of gentle power: An exploration of aikido in the lives of women
aikidoka



Johanna Vescio, Gendered heroism: adolescent girls and their sport role models

Tourism


Neil Carr, A cross-cultural study of university students' alcohol consumption in
the holiday environment



Janet Chang, Exploring the Consumers' motives, behaviors, and existing
problems in the tourism night markets in Taiwan



Shao-Cheng Cheng, What drives satisfaction of service recovery: a study of
tourism industry in Taiwan



Shao-Cheng Cheng, A typology of tourism service failures in Taiwan



Shao-Cheng Cheng, The research of the attribution of service failure and
satisfaction of service recovery



Shao-Cheng Cheng, The Moderating role of service recovery on the impact of
waiting process on customer response: a study of tourism industry in Taiwan



Phillip D'Alton, Tourism: live versus electronic travel



K.T. Fann, Agro-Tourism in Taiwan



John Jenkins, Tourism organizations in Australia and Canada: ten years on



Maurice Kane, The serious leisure of adventure tourism



Yasuhiro Kudo, Who are the sports tourists? How can you clearly define sport
tourists from other tourists?



Alan Law, Mutual obligation, tourism and practices of citizenship



Laikuan Lim, Identifying Singapore: preservation or paranoia



Chin-Tsai Lin, The best local agent selection model for Taiwanese tour operator
in group package tour



Pearl Y. H. Lin, Assessing mainland Chinese visitors' satisfaction with shopping
in Taiwan



Anna Liu, A Pilot Study on the cruise tour marketing in Taiwan case of the British
Princess Cruises



Anna Liu, A Study of the needs, motivations and expectations of outbound event



Christine Mathies, Technological change in the accommodation industry enhancing and constraining factors of IT adaptation



Shane Pegg, Seizing a competitive advantage in the market place: providing
access to desirable heritage and cultural tourist services and leisure experiences



Clare Simpson, The role of cyclists in nineteenth-century New Zealand tourism



Ms. Yu-Shan Lin, What makes a good customer comment cards in group
package tour?



Mr. Chia-Hsun Chung, The inherent risks in group package tour leader: an
exploratory research



Mr Po-Chen Jao, Attractive messages in group package tour newspaper
advertising: a psychographics analysis



Tony Griffing, Bruce Hayllar, Monique Huyskens, The precinct experience: a
phenomenological approach



Simon Darcy, Superman's flying visit: special event planning for with disabilities
at the Making Connections Spinal Forum



Simon Darcy, Barrier free tourism in the Asia Pacific Region



Paul Jonson, Curriculum design and content of postmodern degrees in leisure
management

